
Subject Long Term Plan
English
Vision and Intent: We aspire to provide a rich and ambitious English curriculum, introducing students to the study of English Language and Literature in a systematic and sequential way.
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Year 7- 
Childhood and 
growing up Transition Module: Persuasive and Creative Writing inspired by Buddy's Rainforest Rescue" Rainforest Poetry Exploring Texts: A Monster Calls Bereavement Poetry Childhood and Growing Up: Then and Now. Childhood Poetry Transactional Writing: Making My Mark Poetry Competition An introduction to Shakespeare; Midsummer Night's Dream/Tempest Poetry Competition

Pupils will know: 
• how to use co-ordination; how to use subordination: how to construct verb forms correctly:how to use punctuation from the KS2 
curriculum effectively: how cohesive devices support effectiveness and impact. 
Pupils will be able to:
•write a persuasive letter: Write a short adventure story: select vocabulary and grammatical structures that reflect what the writing 
requires (sentence structure: co-ordination, subordination)
use a variety of verb forms used correctly: use a variety of punctuation effectively building on the KS2 NC2013: use cohesive devices to 
create impact and effectiveness in a persuasive letter and a short adventure story

Pupils will know
• how to understand and engage with poetic writing well enough to write about a key theme or idea; how to comment on the meaning and effect of writers' choices; how to use subject terminology as part of analysing meaning.
Pupils will be able to:
• write a personal response to a poem
•write their own poetry using a key poetic device

Pupils will know:
•How to understand and engage with a text well enough to be able to write about a key theme or character from that text; how to make 
references to specific events in the text in support of points made; how to use paragraphs to develop and expand on points made; use a 
range of devices to support cohesion; how to use relative clauses using a wide range of relative pronouns to clarify and explain 
relationships between ideas.
Pupils will be able to:
•Answer character based essay questions demonstrating the skills above.

Pupils will know
• how to understand and engage with poetic writing well enough to write about a key theme or idea; how to comment on the meaning and effect of writers' choices; how to use subject terminology as part of analysing meaning.
Pupils will be able to:
• write a personal response to a poem

Pupils will know:
•How to draw out information, both explicit and implicit, through using focussed reading skills; how to 
use quotations from the text which are selected for their relevance; how to use subject terminology as 
part of analysing effect; how to use the passive voice and evaluative language to structure well written 
responses; how to compare ideas between texts, using cohesive devices and discourse markers to 
build cohesion.
Pupils will be able to:
•Read, understand and write about a range of 19th and 20th century texts.

Pupils will know
• how to understand and engage with poetic writing well enough to write about a key theme or idea; how to comment on the meaning and effect of writers' choices; how to use subject terminology as part of analysing meaning.
Pupils will be able to:
• write a personal response to a poem
•write their own poetry using a key poetic device

Pupils will know: 
•how to write accurately, fluently, effectively and at length for information and to present arguments, choosing 
language and style to suit audience and purpose; how to use effective vocabulary and grammar to suit both formal and 
informal registers; how to enhance the impact of their writing through the use of appropriate rhetorical devices; how to 
organise ideas and arguments and support with factual detail; how to use colons to introduce lists and semi-colons to 
separate items within lists.
Pupils will be able to: 
•Produce a guide, informal talk and formal letter addressing real local issues demonstrating the above skills.

Pupils will know
• how to 
understand and 
engage with 
poetic writing 
well enough to 
write about a 
key theme or 
idea; how to 
plan and 
prepare their 
own 
competition 
entry using 
inspiration from 
past winners.
Pupils will be 
able to:
•write their 
own poetry 
using a key 
poetic device

Pupils will know: •How to understand and engage with a text well enough to be able to write about a key theme or 
character from that text; how to make references to specific events in the text in support of points made; how to use 
paragraphs to develop and expand on points made; use a range of devices to support cohesion; how to use relative 
clauses using a wide range of relative pronouns to clarify and explain relationships between ideas. Pupils will be able to: 
•Answer character based essay questions demonstrating the skills above.

Pupils will know
• how to 
understand and 
engage with 
poetic writing 
well enough to 
write about a 
key theme or 
idea; how to 
plan and 
prepare their 
own 
competition 
entry using 
inspiration from 
past winners.
Pupils will be 
able to:
•write their 
own poetry 
using a key 
poetic device

Library Reader Great Adventurers' by Alastair Humphreys

Year 8 - When 
worlds fall 
apart Exploring the Dystopian Genre: Creative Writing Protest Poetry Exploring Texts: The Boy at the Back of the Class Diasporic Poetry Crime and Punishment: Then and Now Narrative Poetry Transactional Writing: Changing the World Poetry Competition Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet Poetry Competition

Pupils will know: 
• the conventions of dystopian writing; how to use co-ordination; how to use subordination: how to construct verb forms correctly; how 
to use punctuation from the KS2 curriculum effectively; how figurative and expressive devices can be used to create tension and impact. 
Pupils will be able to:
•write a short story using the conventions of dystopian literature; use a variety of verb forms correctly: use a variety of punctuation 
effectively building on the KS2 NC2013:  use expressive and figurative language to create tension and impact in their writing.

Pupils will know
• how to understand and engage with poetic writing well enough to write about a key theme or idea; how to comment on the meaning and effect of writers' choices; how to use subject terminology as part of analysing meaning.
Pupils will be able to:
• write a personal response to a poem
•write their own poetry using a key poetic device

Pupils will know:
•How to focus on a key question and shape an answer using a breadth of evidence; how to use quotations from the text 
which are embedded into sentences; how to make comments on the meaning and effects of writers' choices; how to 
use a range of devices to support cohesion; how to use relative clauses using a wide range of relative pronouns to clarify 
and explain relationships between ideas.
Pupils will be able to:
•Answer theme based essay questions demonstrating the skills above.

Pupils will know
• how to understand and engage with poetic writing well enough to write about a key theme or idea; how to comment on the meaning and effect of writers' choices; how to use subject terminology as part of analysing meaning.
Pupils will be able to:
• write a personal response to a poem

Pupils will know:
•How to draw out information, both explicit and implicit, through using focussed reading skills; how to use quotations 
from the text which are selected for their relevance; how to use subject terminology as part of analysing effect; how to 
use the passive voice and evaluative language to structure well written responses; how to compare ideas between texts, 
using cohesive devices and discourse markers to build cohesion.
Pupils will be able to:
•Read, understand and write about a range of 19th and 20th century texts.

Pupils will know
• how to understand and engage with poetic writing well enough to write about a key theme or idea; how to comment on the meaning and effect of writers' choices; how to use subject terminology as part of analysing meaning.
Pupils will be able to:
• write a personal response to a poem
•write their own poetry using a key poetic device

Pupils will know: 
•how to write accurately, fluently, effectively and at length for information and to present arguments, choosing 
language and style to suit audience and purpose; how to use effective vocabulary and grammar to suit both formal and 
informal registers; how to enhance the impact of their writing through the use of appropriate rhetorical devices; how to 
organise ideas and arguments and support with factual detail; how to use dashes to indicate parenthesis. 
Pupils will be able to: 
•Produce a review, formal speech and formal letter addressing real global issues demonstrating the above skills.

Pupils will know
• how to 
understand and 
engage with 
poetic writing 
well enough to 
write about a 
key theme or 
idea; how to 
plan and 
prepare their 
own 
competition 
entry using 
inspiration from 
past winners.
Pupils will be 
able to:
•write their 
own poetry 
using a key 
poetic device

Pupils will know:
•How to focus on a key question and shape an answer using a breadth of evidence; how to use quotations from the text 
which are embedded into sentences; how to make comments on the meaning and effects of writers' choices; how to 
use a range of devices to support cohesion; how to use relative clauses using a wide range of relative pronouns to clarify 
and explain relationships between ideas.
Pupils will be able to:
•Answer theme based essay questions demonstrating the skills above.

Pupils will know
• how to 
understand and 
engage with 
poetic writing 
well enough to 
write about a 
key theme or 
idea; how to 
plan and 
prepare their 
own 
competition 
entry using 
inspiration from 
past winners.
Pupils will be 
able to:
•write their 
own poetry 
using a key 
poetic device

Library Reader The Hunger Games' by Suzanne Collins

Year 9 - What 
gets in your 
head? Exploring the Gothic Genre: Creative Writing Victorian Novel: A Christmas Carol Media Manipulation: Interrogating Writers' Intention Modern Novel: And The Stars Were Shining Brightly Poetry Competition Shakespeare: Introducing Macbeth Poetry Competition

Pupils will know: 
• the conventions of gothic writing; how to use co-ordination; how to use subordination: how to construct verb forms correctly; how to 
use punctuation from the KS2 curriculum effectively; how figurative and expressive devices can be used to create atmosphere and 
impact. 
Pupils will be able to:
•write a short story using the conventions of dystopian literature; use a variety of verb forms correctly: use a variety of punctuation 
effectively building on the KS2 NC2013:  use expressive and figurative language to create atmosphere and impact in their writing.

Pupils will know:
•How to understand and engage with a text well enough to be able to write about a key theme or character from that 
text; how to use quotations from the text which are embedded into sentences; how to make comments on the meaning 
and effects of writers' choices rooted in a knowledge of context; how to use words and phrases which are fitting to 
critical writing; how to organise ideas and arguments which are supported with relevant detail.
Pupils will be able to:
•Answer theme based essay questions demonstrating the skills above.

Pupils will know:
•How to draw out information, including ideas about intention and bias, through using focussed reading skills; how to make comments on the writers' use 
of language form and structure; how to compare ideas between texts, using cohesive devices and discourse markers to build cohesion; how to write 
accurately, fluently, effectively and at length for information and to present arguments, choosing language and style to suit audience and purpose and 
reflecting the language manipulation tactics they have studied; how to use a range of discourse markers to steer readers through their work.
Pupils will be able to:
•Read, understand and write about a range of 19th and 20th century texts.
•Write a polemic speech and a lively opinion article engaging with the issues we have read about.

Pupils will know:
•How to focus on a key question and shape an answer using a breadth of evidence; how to use quotations from the text 
which are embedded into sentences; how to make comments on the writer's use of language, form and structure; how 
to use evaluative language and modal verbs effectively to allow for tentative and nuanced analysis; how to use words 
and phrases fitting to critical writing.
Pupils will be able to:
•Answer character and theme based essay questions demonstrating the skills above.

Pupils will know
• how to 
understand and 
engage with 
poetic writing 
well enough to 
write about a 
key theme or 
idea; how to 
plan and 
prepare their 
own 
competition 
entry using 
inspiration from 
past winners.
Pupils will be 
able to:
•write their 
own poetry 
using a key 
poetic device

Pupils will know: 
•How to understand and engage with a text well enough to be able to write about a key theme or character from that text; how to make references to specific events in the text in support of points made; how to understand the text from the angle of key features of the genre; how to apply an understanding of genre specific subject terminology in writing about the text; how to use a range of devices to support cohesion. 
Pupils will be able to: 
•Answer character based essay questions demonstrating the skills above.

Pupils will know
• how to 
understand and 
engage with 
poetic writing 
well enough to 
write about a 
key theme or 
idea; how to 
plan and 
prepare their 
own 
competition 
entry using 
inspiration from 
past winners.
Pupils will be 
able to:
•write their 
own poetry 
using a key 
poetic device

Library Reader A collection of short stories from the gothic genre

Year 10

Interrogating writers’ intentions: Afghanistan
Language Component 1, Section A
Language Component 2, Section A
Language Component 2, Section B
Spoken Language

A Christmas Carol
Poetry 
Anthology  - 
Poems linked to 
ACC

An Inspector Calls
Poetry 
Anthology  - 
Poems linked to 
AIC Language Component 1, Section B (Narrative Writing)

Poetry 
Anthology 

Macbeth

Poetry 
Anthology Unseen Poetry

Pupils will know:
• How to select explicit and implicit information from unseen texts
• How to select implicit information from unseen texts
• How to use short, embedded quotes
• How to make a brief but precise inference
• Word classifications and language devices, and how they can be used to manipulate our reactions
• How to use evaluative language when responding to a statement
• How to compare specific elements of non-fiction texts
• The language and layout conventions of a range of non-fiction texts
• How to develop detail to support arguments
• How to use a range of techniques to engage and persuade a reader
• How to communicate fluently and with confidence

Pupils will know:
 • the plot of A Christmas Carol
• the relationships between characters in the play
• what Priestley's intentions were, and how these relate to key events in the play
• key events and quotes related to each theme and character in the play
• the requirements of the GCSE Exam
Pupils will be able to:
• respond to answers requiring knowledge of the whole play
• understand key characters, events and quotes from the whole play, and use these to write a well-structured whole-
play response
• use a range of short, embedded quotes
• analyse quotes, and techniques

Pupils will know:
• the plot of A Christmas Carol
• the relationships between characters in the play
• what Priestley's intentions were, and how these relate to key events in the play
• key events and quotes related to each theme and character in the play
• the requirements of the GCSE Exam
Pupils will be able to:
• respond to answers requiring knowledge of the whole play
• understand key characters, events and quotes from the whole play, and use these to write a well-structured whole-
play response
• use a range of short, embedded quotes
• analyse quotes, and techniques

Pupils will know:
•        how to structure an engaging narrative
•        how to make a reader invest in their exposition
•        how to build tension in rising action
•        how to use contrasts in a climax
•        how to use longer sentences to slow pace in falling action
•        how to write a swift, effective resolution
Pupils will be able to:
•        vary sentence lengths for effect
•        use a range of vocabulary with precision
•        accurately punctuate sentences

Pupils will know:
• the context of each poem
• the writers’ message in each poem
• the relevant themes of each poem
• key quotes for each poem
Pupils will be able to:
• analyse each poem in the anthology
• apply relevant context to analysis of the poem
• Use short, embedded quotes
• Make tentative inferences
• Make comparisons between a range of poems in the anthology

Pupils will know:
 • the plot of Macbeth
• the relationships between characters in the play
• what Shakespeare's intentions were, and how these relate to key events in the play
• key events and quotes related to each theme and character in the play
• the requirements of the GCSE Exam
Pupils will be able to:
• respond to answers requiring knowledge of the whole play
• understand key characters, events and quotes from the whole play, and use these to write a well-structured whole-
play response
• use a range of short, embedded quotes
• analyse quotes, and techniques

Pupils will know:
• the context of each poem
• the writers’ message in each poem
• the relevant themes of each poem
• key quotes for each poem
Pupils will be able to:
• analyse each poem in the anthology
• apply relevant context to analysis of the poem
• Use short, embedded quotes
• Make tentative inferences
• Make comparisons between a range of poems in the anthology

Pupils will know:
•  How to approach unseen poetry
•  How to structure a response
Pupils will be able to:
•  Identify key language or structural features in 
relation to an unseen poem
•  Use short, embedded quotes
•  Make tentative inferences
•  Make comparisons between two unseen poems

Year 11 

Macbeth Language An Inspector Calls A Christmas Carol

Unseen Poetry

Pupils will know:
 • the plot of Macbeth
• the relationships between characters in the play
• what Shakespeare's intentions were, and how these relate to key events in the play
• key events and quotes related to each theme and character in the play
• the requirements of the GCSE Exam
Pupils will be able to:
• Identify where in the play key extracts appear
• respond to key extracts from the play
• recall key characters, events and quotes from the whole play, and use these to write a well-structured whole-
play response
• remember a range of short, embedded quotes
• analyse quotes, and techniques,, commenting on Shakespeare's purpose

Pupils will revise:
• How to select explicit and implicit information from unseen texts
• How to select implicit information from unseen texts
• How to use short, embedded quotes
• How to make a brief but precise inference
• Word classifications and language devices, and how they can be used to manipulate our reactions
• How to use evaluative language when responding to a statement
• How to compare specific elements of non-fiction texts
• The language and layout conventions of a range of non-fiction texts
• How to develop detail to support arguments
• How to use a range of techniques to engage and persuade a reader
• How to communicate fluently and with confidence
•  How to structure an engaging narrative
•   How to make a reader invest in their exposition
•   How to build tension in rising action
•   How to use contrasts in a climax
•   How to use longer sentences to slow pace in falling action
•   How to write a swift, effective resolution
Pupils will be able to:
•        judiciously select quotes
•        make brief inferences
•        comment on how writers’ manipulate language
•        bring together information from two texts
•        vary sentence lengths for effect
•        use a range of vocabulary with precision
•        accurately punctuate sentences
•        how to develop detail to support arguments 
•        how to use a range of techniques to engage and persuade a reader 
•        how to communicate fluently and with confidence

Pupils will know:
 • the plot of An Inspector Calls
• the relationships between characters in the play
• what Priestley's intentions were, and how these relate to key events in the play
• key events and quotes related to each theme and character in the play
• the requirements of the GCSE Exam
Pupils will be able to:
• Identify where in the play extracts are taken from
• recall relevant key events in the rest of the play 
• write a well-structured whole-play response
• remember a range of short, embedded quotes
• provide in-depth, tentative analysis, commenting on writer's' purpose

Pupils will know:
 • the plot of A Christmas Carol
• the relationships between characters in the play
• what Priestley's intentions were, and how these relate to key events in the play
• key events and quotes related to each theme and character in the play
• the requirements of the GCSE Exam
Pupils will be able to:
• Identify where in the play key extracts appear
• respond to answers requiring knowledge of the whole play
• recall key characters, events and quotes from the whole play, and use these to write a well-
structured whole-play response
• remember a range of short, embedded quotes
• provide in-depth, tentative analysis, commenting on writer's' purpose

Pupils will know:
•  How to approach unseen poetry
•  How to structure a response
Pupils will be able to:
•  Identify key language or structural features in relation to an unseen poem
•  Use short, embedded quotes
•  Make tentative inferences
•  Make comparisons between two unseen poems

Year 12 English Combined

Poetry 
Anthology and 
Who's Afraid of 
Virginia Woolf

Pupils will know:
-        a wide range of spoken and written texts from different times including six substantial texts drawn from poetry, prose fiction, Shakespeare, modern drama, and non-literary texts,
-        how to articulate more precisely their perceptions about literary and non-literary texts, 
-        how language choices shape meanings in texts,
-        ways in which individual texts are interpreted by different readers or listeners,
-        how linguistic and literary approaches can inform interpretations of texts,
-        ways in which texts relate to each other and to the contexts in which they are produced and received,
-        the significance of contextual factors in the production and reception of texts,
-        how to apply linguistic and literacy methodologies and concepts to inform their responses to and interpretations of texts.

Pupils will be able to:
• develop and apply their knowledge of literary analysis and evaluation
• develop and apply their understanding of the concepts and methods appropriate for the analysis and study of language 
• use linguistic and literary approaches in their reading and interpretation of texts, showing how the two disciplines can relate to each other 
• engage creatively and critically with a wide range of texts 
• explore the ways in which texts relate to each other and the contexts in which they are produced and received 
• undertake independent and sustained studies to develop their skills as producers and interpreters of language.

Pupils will know: - a wide range of spoken and written texts from different times including six substantial texts drawn from poetry, prose fiction, 
Shakespeare, modern drama, and non-literary texts, - how to articulate more precisely their perceptions about literary and non-literary texts, - how 
language choices shape meanings in texts, - ways in which individual texts are interpreted by different readers or listeners, - how linguistic and literary 
approaches can inform interpretations of texts, - ways in which texts relate to each other and to the contexts in which they are produced and received, - 
the significance of contextual factors in the production and reception of texts, - how to apply linguistic and literacy methodologies and concepts to inform 
their responses to and interpretations of texts. Pupils will be able to: • develop and apply their knowledge of literary analysis and evaluation • develop and 
apply their understanding of the concepts and methods appropriate for the analysis and study of language • use linguistic and literary approaches in their 
reading and interpretation of texts, showing how the two disciplines can relate to each other • engage creatively and critically with a wide range of texts • 
explore the ways in which texts relate to each other and the contexts in which they are produced and received • undertake independent and sustained 
studies to develop their skills as producers and interpreters of language.

Pupils will know: • the plot of Once in House on Fire • how to apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic 
and literary study as appropriate;
- how to ANALYSE ways in which meanings are shaped in texts;
- how to demonstrate an understanding of the significance of the contexts in which texts are produced;
- how to explore connections across texts, informed by linguistic and literary concepts and methods.the requirements of 
the A Level Exam Pupils will be able to: • to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of plot, character and key 
themes;
- to articulate their understanding through witten analysis -analyse closely the language of the extract
-analyse concepts related to the writer’s craft, in particular with regard to exploring
the presentation of viewpoint
-demonstrate sound knowledge of the text through selecting supporting evidence
-show understanding of the significance and influence of the contexts in which the
text was written and received.

Pupils will know: how to explore connections across a wide
range of texts, to participate in extensive wider reading of spoken and
written texts from different, to select
appropriate methods of analysis when exploring non-literary texts such as: spoken
transcriptions, advertisements, autobiographies, biographies, travel writing,
journalism, information texts, instructional texts, letters, reports, speeches, specialist
publications. Pupils will be able to:
-use integrated linguistic and literary approaches as appropriate
- explore connections between the three unseen texts
- analyse how meanings are shaped in texts, including how variations in language,
form and context shape and change meanings
- show knowledge and understanding of relevant language levels, including
knowledge of spoken forms
-use accurately a range of linguistic and literary terminology
-organise responses in a clear and effective academic coherent written expression

Pupils will know how to: -apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic and literary study, using associated 
terminology and coherent written expression, -show understanding of the ways in which texts relate to each other and 
to the contexts in which they are produced and received, -analyse the ways in which meanings are shaped, - synthesise 
and reflect on their knowledge and understanding of linguistic and literary concepts in the study of their genre texts, - 
use English appropriately and accurately and engage in a clear academic style and register, - make accurate references 
to texts and sources. Pupils will be able to: use a range of techniques to produce texts informed by wider reading,
-use English appropriately, accurately and creatively to communicate in different
ways,
- synthesise and reflect on their knowledge and understanding of linguistic and
literary concepts in the study of their genre texts.

Year 13 English Combined

Jane Eyre and 
King Lear

Pupils will know: 
• the plot of Jane Eyre and King Lear,how to apply knowledge of contextual factors to inform their 
understanding of the novel,
•        how to articulate their understanding of the novel in an informed and accurate way,
          how to construct detailed notes and annotations on the chapters they have studied,
•        how to write an analysis of individual extracts in a clear and concise way,
•        how to secure a confident understanding of the novel’s wider context.

Pupils will be able to:
• analyse concepts related to the writer’s craft in presenting plot, setting,
characterisation, relationships, themes and style,
-demonstrate sound knowledge of the text in selecting particular episodes,
conversations, images, for example, to support a coherent and detailed account
of the methods a writer uses,
-show understanding of the significance and influence of the contexts in which the
text was written and received,
-make accurate reference to texts and sources.

Pupils will know: • the plot of Jane Eyre and King Lear,how to apply knowledge of contextual factors to inform their understanding of the novel, • how to 
articulate their understanding of the novel in an informed and accurate way, how to construct detailed notes and annotations on the chapters they have 
studied, • how to write an analysis of individual extracts in a clear and concise way, • how to secure a confident understanding of the novel’s wider 
context. Pupils will be able to: • analyse concepts related to the writer’s craft in presenting plot, setting, characterisation, relationships, themes and style, -
demonstrate sound knowledge of the text in selecting particular episodes, conversations, images, for example, to support a coherent and detailed account 
of the methods a writer uses, -show understanding of the significance and influence of the contexts in which the text was written and received, -make 
accurate reference to texts and sources.

Pupils will know how to: -apply concepts and methods from integrated linguistic and literary study, using associated 
terminology and coherent written expression, -show understanding of the ways in which texts relate to each other and 
to the contexts in which they are produced and received, -analyse the ways in which meanings are shaped, - synthesise 
and reflect on their knowledge and understanding of linguistic and literary concepts in the study of their genre texts, - 
use English appropriately and accurately and engage in a clear academic style and register, - make accurate references 
to texts and sources. Pupils will be able to: use a range of techniques to produce texts informed by wider reading, -use 
English appropriately, accurately and creatively to communicate in different ways, - synthesise and reflect on their 
knowledge and understanding of linguistic and literary concepts in the study of their genre texts.

Pupils will know: •        how to apply the assessment criteria to different components of the examination,
•        how to revise the poetry previously studied,
•        how to explore a range of unseen texts,
•        how to revise and edit coursework component,
•        how to revise both the modern play and Shakespeare component. Pupils will be able to: •        respond to a range of exam questions,
•        confidently apply assessment objectives;
•        complete their coursework folder.

Pupils will know: • how to apply the assessment criteria to different components of the examination, • 
how to revise the poetry previously studied, • how to explore a range of unseen texts, • how to revise 
and edit coursework component, • how to revise both the modern play and Shakespeare component. 
Pupils will be able to: • respond to a range of exam questions, • confidently apply assessment 
objectives; • complete their coursework folder.

Year 13 English Literature

Coursework 
and The 
Duchess of 
Malfi

Pupils will know:
-        The ways in which writers use and adapt language, form and structure in texts,
-        The interpretations of texts by different readers, including over time,
-        How texts relate to one another and to literary traditions, movements and genres,
-        The cultural and contextual influences on readers and writers. 

Pupils will be able to do all of the above in relation to a range of texts across three components in discrete genres of study: poetry, drama and prose. Currently this includes Christina Rossetti’s ‘Selected Poems’, Philip Larkin’s Poetry Anthology ‘Whitsun Weddings’, Carol Ann Duffy’s Poetry Anthology ‘Mean Time’, Shakespeare’s ‘King Lear’, John Webster’s ‘The Duchess of Malfi’, Ishiguro’s ‘The Remains of the Day’, Zoe Heller’s ‘Notes on a Scandal’ and a range of unseen prose and poetry. 

Pupils will be able to:
•        enjoy a wide range of texts independently and provide a personal response,
•        engage critically and creatively with a substantial body of texts,
•        develop and effectively apply knowledge of literary analysis and evaluation,
•        Explore the contexts of texts they are reading,
•        Explore others’ interpretations of the texts they are reading,
•        Undertake independent study to deepen their appreciation and understanding of English Literature, including its changing tradition. 

 , 

Pupils will know: - The ways in which writers use and adapt language, form and structure in texts, - The interpretations of texts by 
different readers, including over time, - How texts relate to one another and to literary traditions, movements and genres, - The cultural 
and contextual influences on readers and writers. Pupils will be able to do all of the above in relation to a range of texts across three 
components in discrete genres of study: poetry, drama and prose. Currently this includes Christina Rossetti’s ‘Selected Poems’, Philip 
Larkin’s Poetry Anthology ‘Whitsun Weddings’, Carol Ann Duffy’s Poetry Anthology ‘Mean Time’, Shakespeare’s ‘King Lear’, John Webster’
s ‘The Duchess of Malfi’, Ishiguro’s ‘The Remains of the Day’, Zoe Heller’s ‘Notes on a Scandal’ and a range of unseen prose and poetry. 
Pupils will be able to: • enjoy a wide range of texts independently and provide a personal response, • engage critically and creatively with 
a substantial body of texts, • develop and effectively apply knowledge of literary analysis and evaluation, • Explore the contexts of texts 
they are reading, • Explore others’ interpretations of the texts they are reading, • Undertake independent study to deepen their 
appreciation and understanding of English Literature, including its changing tradition.

Pupils will know: • how to apply the assessment criteria to different components of the examination, • how to revise the poetry 
previously studied, • how to explore a range of unseen texts, • how to revise and edit coursework component, • how to revise both the 
poetry and Drama components. Pupils will be able to: • respond to a range of exam questions, • confidently apply assessment objectives; 
• complete their coursework folder.

Component 3 - Unseen 

Pupils will know: 
-        A wide range of poetry from different times and be able to engage critically whilst developing further their techniques of analysis and evaluation.
-        How to analyse for meaning and be able to explore how meanings are shaped in poetry texts and the ways writers adapt structure, form and language in poetry for effect
-        How cultural and contextual factors influence the reader and writer.
-        How to use a range of literary concepts and terminology accurately.
-        How to reflect on different interpretations of literary texts, including, where relevant, critical interpretation; debate alternative ideas about a text and consider multiple readings.
-        How to identify and consider attitudes and values expressed in texts.
-        How to accurately use quotations from and references to texts and sources.
-        How to organise responses in a clear and effective academic style and register with coherent written expression.

Revision of all 
Pupils will know: 
-        how to apply the assessment criteria to different components of the examination, 
-        a range of revision concepts and strategies,
-        how to revise the poetry previously studied, 
-        how to revise the texts previously studied (poetry, drama and prose) 
-        how to explore a range of unseen texts,
-        how to revise and edit coursework component, 
Pupils will be able to:
-        respond to a range of exam questions, 
-        confidently apply assessment objectives;
-        complete their coursework folder.


